
What future for the banks? 

 

According to a recent McKinsey study (i.e. “Global Banking 

Annual Review "), one bank in three will be destined to disappear. 

It is true that many had predicted a bank consolidation. However, 

in a gloomy economic context and with negative interest rates, it 

seems unattractive for one bank to absorb another to better cope 

with the surrounding challenges. Many people have announced 

and predicted mergers and targets (e.g. Commerz Bank, DB, 

SocGen,.. for example). Size does not seem to be the solution to 

better resist. It would only enlarge the problems. Banks have a 

too low rate of return for several obvious reasons. Compliance 

seems to be one of the chasms that penalizes financial 

institutions. However, according to the same study, 60 percent 

banks would be unprofitable and destroy value. Return on equity 

is lower than the cost of these own means and equity. Poor 

economic activity and prolonged negative rates could be 

destructive elements that could complete many institutions. If we 

want to do too well, we could end up knocking out banks, 

especially small private banks, which cannot survive. The best is 

the enemy of good. Regulators have forgotten it. The costs of 

digitization and the consolidation of too many IT tools and over-

complexified IT architecture weigh on profitability. Regulators 

wanted to prevent the next crisis, although we may have ended 

up killing the weakest banks. Is not it paradoxical? 

In case consolidation and acquisitions are not the appropriate 

solution, the answer could be selling assets, refocusing its core 

activities, digitalize further the businesses or reducing the number 

of employees. The costs and charges of a bank are only 

increasing, where they should be reduced, ideally. The solvency 

ratios were therefore affected, and the equity melted. Therefore, 



these impacts can only destroy the futures banks. Can we save 

the banks? “Saving private banks” (as “Saving private Ryan”). 

This seems to be the title of a dramatic movie. Banks must 

necessarily transform, evolve or die. The challenge is immense 

and yet inevitable. Some banks are attacking and trying to evolve 

by buying "fintech’s", by alliances, by a business redesign, by 

asset sales, by refocusing on the core business, etc... It is only a 

mix of actions that can bring profitability and solidity back. I’m 

afraid that lots of credit ratings will come down if the situation 

remains and actions are not taken. 

 

 

There is unfortunately no panacea. However, it is high time to 

move and to react because the water rises very quickly ... It is 

feared that some institutions are not able to metamorphose in a 

short time. Although time will remain a crucial factor in this case. 

The weight of the negative rates starts to be too important. 2020 

will be a corner year in the banking industry. It has been obscured 



or underestimated. It is time to apply the actual effective rates to 

all accounts from the first EUR. It would be a start, even if 

customers will not be happy. A skewed system and dumped can 

only distort and ultimately weaken the whole banking system. 

Hopefully the financial institutions will accelerate their 

transformation process. It is midnight minus one. 
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